Freeciv - Feature #658080
Action decision wanted art request

2017-05-06 05:57 PM - Marko Lindqvist

| Status: | In Progress |
| Priority: | Normal |
| Assignee: | Sveinung Kvilhaugsvik |
| Category: | Art |
| Sprint/Milestone: | 3.0.0 |

**Description**
Requested by Sveinung Kvilhaugsvik <sveinung>

Example for ampilo2 attached.

**Related issues:**
- Related to Freeciv - Feature #924321: Action decision wanted for the amplio tilesets added
  - Closed
- Related to Freeciv - Feature #924326: Action decision wanted for the hexemplio tilesets added
  - Closed
- Related to Freeciv - Feature #924388: Action decision wanted for the hex2t tilesets added
  - Closed

**History**

#1 - 2017-05-06 05:58 PM - Marko Lindqvist
- Sprint/Milestone set to 3.0.0

#2 - 2021-03-28 05:17 PM - Sveinung Kvilhaugsvik
- File 0001-Action-decision-wanted-art.patch added
- Status changed from New to In Progress
- Assignee set to Sveinung Kvilhaugsvik

#3 - 2021-03-28 05:18 PM - Sveinung Kvilhaugsvik
- Status changed from In Progress to Resolved

#4 - 2021-03-28 05:41 PM - Sveinung Kvilhaugsvik
- Status changed from Resolved to In Progress

Needs the other tilesets too.

#5 - 2021-03-28 06:43 PM - Sveinung Kvilhaugsvik
- Related to Feature #924321: Action decision wanted for the amplio tilesets added

#6 - 2021-03-28 08:35 PM - Sveinung Kvilhaugsvik
- Related to Feature #924326: Action decision wanted for the hexemplio tileset added

#7 - 2021-03-30 12:00 AM - Sveinung Kvilhaugsvik
- Related to Feature #924388: Action decision wanted for the hex2t tileset added

#8 - 2021-04-29 03:30 AM - Marko Lindqvist
Which tilesets still lack this? Should create tickets for them.

**Files**

- ActionDecision.png 121 KB 2017-05-06 Marko Lindqvist
- 0004-test.patch 32.8 KB 2017-05-06 Marko Lindqvist
- 0001-Action-decision-wanted-art.patch 53.7 KB 2021-03-28 Sveinung Kvilhaugsvik